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Learning a visual classifier requires a large amount of labeled images
Ambiguous Labels
Disambiguated Labels
and videos. However, labeling images is expensive and time-consuming
Class 2
due to the significant amount of human efforts involved. As a result, brief
descriptions such as tags, captions and screenplays accompanying the images and videos become important for training classifiers. Although such
MCar
information is publicly available, it is not as explicitly labeled as human
annotation. For instance, names in the caption of a news photo provide
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possible candidates for faces appearing in the image [1]. The names in the
screenplays are only weakly associated with faces in the shots [4]. The probClass 3
lem in which instead of a single label per instance, one is given a candidate
set of labels, of which only one is correct is known as ambiguously labeled
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learning [2, 6].
The ambiguously labeled data is denoted as L = {(x j , L j ), j = 1, 2, . . . , N},Figure 1: MCar reassigns the labels for those ambiguously labeled inwhere N is the number of instances. There are c classes, and the class labels stances such that instances of the same subjects cohesively form potentiallyare denoted as Y = {1, 2, . . . , c}. Note that x j is the feature vector of the jth separable convex hulls.
instance, and its ambiguous labeling set L j ⊆ Y consists of the candidate
labels associated with the jth instance. The true label of the jth instance is
l j ∈ L j . In other words, one of the labels in L j is the true label of x j . The
objective is to resolve the ambiguity in L such that each predicted label lˆj
of x j matches its true label l j .
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We interpret the ambiguous labeling set L j with soft labeling vector p j ,
where pi, j indicates the probability that instance j belongs to class i. This
allows us to quantitatively assign the likelihood of each class the instance
belongs to if such information is provided. Without any prior knowledge,
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we assume equal probability for each candidate label. Let P ∈ Rc×N denotes
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the ambiguous labeling matrix with p j in its j column. With this, one can
model the ambiguous labeling as P = P0 + EP , where P0 and EP denote the Figure 2: Ideal decomposition of heterogeneous feature matrix using MCar.
true labeling matrix and the labeling noise, respectively. The jth column The underlying low-rank structure and the ambiguous labeling are recovered
vector of P0 is p0j = el j , where el j is the canonical vector corresponding to simultaneously.
the 1-of-K coding of its true label l j . Similarly, assuming that the feature
vectors are corrupted by some noise or occlusion, the feature matrix X with
x j in its jth column can be modeled as X = X0 + EX , where X ∈ Rm×N conThe proposed method inherits the benefit of low-rank recovery and possists of N feature vectors of dimension m, X0 represents the feature matrix sesses the capability to resolve the label ambiguity via low-rank approximain the absence of noise and EX accounts for the noise.
tion of the heterogeneous matrix. As a result, our method is more robust
Figure 1 shows the geometric interpretation of our proposed method, compared to some of the existing discriminative ambiguous learning methMatrix Completion for Ambiguity Resolving (MCar). When each element ods [3, 7], sparsity/dictionary-based method [2], and low-rank representationin the ambiguous labeling set is trivially treated as the true label, the convex based method [8]. Moreover, we generalize MCar to include the labeling
hulls of each class are erroneously expanded. MCar reassigns the ambiguous constraints between the instances for practical applications. Compared to
labels such that each over-expanded convex hull shrinks to its actual contour, the state of the arts, our proposed framework achieves 2.9% improvement
and the convex hulls becomes potentially separable.
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